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Whether you do it to stay healthy or
whether it’s an addiction, it still has a good
impact on you, there is a saying that goes,
if you follow your passion you will never
work a single day in your life. My name is
Wesley Baillie and I am proud to be a
Trifocus fitness ambassador. I am a
personal trainer based at Virgin Active
Bryanston as well as an online coach.
I have been in the fitness industry for 13
years, training and educating myself in
fitness. I have been privileged to work in
some of SA’s biggest and best fitness
facilities learning from only the best. Fitness is for everyone and has the ability to
bring great changes to your life - a healthy
body creates a healthy mind and a healthy
mind brings you to a good space in life.
Throughout the years I have learned a lot
and still do every day, it’s something that
brings joy to my soul to see how people
change by feeling comfortable with
themselves. My job is to help you find your
comfortable self.

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT WESLEY
Birthday: 5 July
Age: 27
Weight: 76 Kg
Height: 1,72m
USN affiliate
Fitness/Physique Athlete
Instagram: Wezt_fitness
Facebook: fitnessfanatixpt
Personal Training Enquiries: Weztfitness@gmail.com

ATHLETE OF
THE
MONTH
- WESLEY BAILLIE
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Recipee MONTH
OF THE

KETO BREAD

One of the big things
that people miss
when they go low
carb is bread. Here’s
a bread recipe that
will fit in perfectly
with your diet!

Method

INGREDIENTS
5 tbsp ground psyllium husk
powder
1¼ cups almond flour
2 tsp baking powder
1 tsp sea salt
1 cup water

1. Preheat the oven to 175°C.
2. Mix the dry ingredients in a large bowl. Bring the water to a
boil.
3. Add vinegar and egg whites to the dry ingredients and
combine well. Add boiling water, while beating with a hand
mixer for about 30 seconds. Don’t over mix the dough, the
consistency should resemble Play-Doh.
4. Moisten your hands with a little olive oil and shape the dough
into six separate rolls. Place on a greased baking sheet. Top
with optional sesame seeds.

2 tsp cider vinegar
3 egg whites
2 tbsp sesame seeds (optional)

5. Bake on lower rack in the oven for 50–60 minutes, depending
on the size of your bread rolls. They’re done when you hear a
hollow sound when tapping the bottom of the bun.

Serve with butter and toppings of your choice.
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PRO TIP
The positioning created
by adding a sandbag
will result in increased
functional strength and
conditioning. Hold your
sandbag at chest height,
overhead, in a bear hug
or any other variation

TRY TO
AVOID
Resting between
lunges - keep the
movement smooth and
continuous.

ENSURE
THAT
Your body does not lean
forward excessively.
Keep the head and chest
high throughout.

EXERCISE
FROM

TIP

- MARILIE KILIAN
(BSC HUMAN MOVEMENT SCIENCE )
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EXERCISE OF
THE
MONTH RENEGADE ROW
by MARILIE KILIAN

(BSC HUMAN MOVEMENT SCIENCE )

PRO TIP
Be sure to finish the
movement by
pulling the dumbbell
all the way to your ribs,
squeezing your
shoulder blades
together.

Explosive training moves such
as this are ideal if you’re
looking to lose fat. The
kettlebell swing is one of your
best gym weapons for high-intensity intervals as a “finisher”
at the end of a weights
workout to improve
cardiovascular fitness and
torch fat. And they’re just as
good at building strength and
power, according to research
from the Journal Of Strength
And Conditioning Research.
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TRIFOCUS BLOGS

How to Become a Fitness Influencer on
Social Media
May 15, 2019

A social media influencer earns money by developing a strong follower base and selling their
own products and service or otherwise promoting someone else’s. A big part of this 21st
century career is the fitness influencer. They set the trends for diets, exercise and training. As
a personal trainer, becoming a fitness influencer in on social media can be a great move into
the future of your business and making it a resounding success!

STEPS TO BECOMING A FITNESS INFLUENCER
THE BENEFITS
Making the decision to become a fitness influencer is the very first step. In order to make this choice, you
need to understand what an online presence can do for your personal training business:

Get more clients: In the digital age, in-person networking and word-of-mouth isn’t always enough. With an online
presence, specifically on social media, you can reach out to a much broader client list, much faster.

Marketing: As a professional, social media is all about marketing. Your accounts serve as a means of marketing
your products and services. The great thing about social media is that there are cost-effective advertising solutions
that you can use in order to get your message in front of more people besides those who are connected to you and
your friends.
A strong presence on social media platforms gives you more authority as a fitness professional. Social media platforms allow you to develop your personal brand and make people see that you are a force to be reckoned with in the
industry. This means you can command a higher rate.

Dream job: Employers love to take on people who already have an online following.
Continue reading online >
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What Happens During a
Sports Psychology Session?
May 14, 2019

Whether you’re an athlete and think
you might need one, or you’re an
aspiring fitness professional
looking to learn more about the
area of sports psychology, sports
psychologists are becoming more
and more popular in the world of
health and wellness. Why is this?
Who should be seeing one? What
happens during a sports
psychology session? Let’s find out!

SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY DEFINED
According to the American Psychological Association, sports psychology uses psychological insight and mental techniques to address lifestyle and performance issues faced by athletes. These issues range from performance barriers,
social problems, issues with management, and self-limiting beliefs.
Sports psychologists can also assist other sports stakeholders, like sports coaches and families of professional athletes,
do deal with issues that arise as a result of their loved ones taking part in the professional world of sport. Playing in the
big leagues brings immense pressures and sports psychologists help athletes – as well as their families – deal with these
in a positive way.

A TYPICAL SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY SESSION:
Assessment
The first step in a sports psychology session is to assess exactly where the athlete or athletes are mentally. If it’s the very first
session, sports psychologists might want to assess an athlete using a mental aptitude profile (MAP). This will reveal their
psychological strengths and weaknesses. It highlights which areas require the most work.

Continue reading online >
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PERSONAL TRAINING PACKAGES

COURSE
THE

FROM

R17 220

OF

MONTH

PERSONAL TRAINING
CERTIFICATE

+
PERSONAL TRAINING
DIPLOMA

+

Group Instructor Course
Bootcamp Course Online
Sports Psychology Course
Life Coaching Course Online
Sports Nutrition Diploma (UK)

CLICK
HERETO
REGISTER

Social Media Managent (CPD)

TOTAL SAVING

R32 070
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Trifocus Fitness is South Africa’s preferred Health and Fitness
Educational Academy.
Our academy offers the most extensive array of Fitness and Health Qualifications and Courses in the market,
at the most competitive prices. All courses have easy and flexible payment options, making breaking into the
exciting world of health and fitness affordable and accessible.
All courses are locally and internationally accredited so the student can work at ALL commercial, private health
or fitness facilities nationwide or abroad.
All of our courses are comprehensively designed and perfectly suited to the demands of the fitness industry
today.

Our Mission
Trifocus Fitness Academy’s mission is to offer South Africa’s widest array of nationally and internationally accredited
fitness courses and educational programmes at affordable prices to the public.
We believe in creating opportunities for individual growth through job creation and eliminating the barriers of entry for
individuals wanting to enter into sports and fitness as a career.

Our Values
We endeavour to affect powerful and positive change by helping students engender a passion for healthy living and
wellbeing in the lives of others.
We strive to always offer our students the best student support resources and most updated course information through
our training and education materials.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW ALL TRIFOCUS COURSES

Accreditated by
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